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1. Hag Sameach 

  

2. After a long night of Seder and a meal where we ate enough for a lifetime I 

know exactly what you want right now …. Another night of Seder and 

another big meal! And I will bet that you can’t wait to get your hands on 

more Matzah. 

 

3. I do hope that you had a great Seder last night. I hope it was filled with 

family and friends, learning and laughter, happiness and hope. A successful 

Seder should be one where there are moments that will go down in family 

history as a moment of meaning and love. I would hope that there would 

be at least one moment that you will one day want to share with your 

grandchildren, or maybe your grandchildren would want to share one day 

with THEIR grandchildren. 

 

4. One of the last rituals of the Seder is the iconic opening the door for Elijah. 

There was that cup, sitting on the table all night. It was filled with wine but 

nobody would touch it. We raised our glasses to the great redemption from 



Egypt but that glass was not raised. We drank from our cup of wine four 

times to remember the four promises of redemption that God made to our 

ancestors. But there was a fifth promise, that God will bring us to the land 

of Israel, a promise that for many Jews remains unfulfilled, so we fill the 

fifth cup, but we refuse to drink from it until God fulfills that promise too.  

 

5. We can discuss the Exodus from Mitzrayim all night and still not discuss a 

fraction of the different meanings it can have in our lives. We could attend 

Seder for 90 years and never run out of new ideas to discuss. The Exodus is 

the paradigm of every redemption that has ever occurred in the history of 

the Jewish People. But we still wait for the final redemption; the one at the 

end of days when all people will live in peace and God will send God’s 

Divine goodness to everyone. This will be the time of the Messiah. Judaism 

believes that there will come a day, at the end of time, when all that God 

wishes for this world will come to pass.  

 

6. That is one of the last dreams of the Seder. That the redemption we 

celebrate should not be one in ancient history, but we should also look 

forward for the even greater redemption that will be brought by the 

Messiah who will be attended to by Elijah the prophet, the only person who 



never died, but who disappeared into heaven riding in a chariot of fire. It is 

an idyllic dream. One that generations of Jews have dreamed of for many 

centuries.  

 

7. But Professor Emeritus Dr. Neil Gillman, my friend, teacher and colleague, 

notes that the reading in the Haggada does not match the idyllic dream of 

future redemption to be led by Elijah. The passage from the Haggada is cold 

and hard. We open the door and we read, “Pour out your wrath on nations 

that do not know you.  For they have devoured Jacob and laid waste to his 

homes. Pour out your indignation upon these nations and let the fierceness 

of your anger overtake them. Pursue them in anger and destroy them from 

under the heavens of the Eternal.” 

 

8. These are hard words and we say them not behind closed doors but with 

our doors wide open. We pray to God that all those people who attack us 

and oppress us, they should all be destroyed. We don’t pray for their 

redemption from evil. We don’t pray that they should be liberated from 

their prejudice. We want God to zap them dead. There is a story of the 

great Rabbi Meir, who had a street gang that was always harassing him. So 

Rabbi Meir started to pray that God should destroy them. Beruyah, his wife 



corrected him. “Don’t pray for them to die, pray that they should repent.” 

Rabbi Meir listened to his wife and not only did he pray that they repent, 

but his prayer was answered, they repented and never harassed him again.  

 

9. It is just so hard to believe that at the end of the Seder, having relived one 

Exodus and taken drops of wine out of our cup of joy to recall that our 

freedom came at the price of Egyptian soldiers dying; that we stop to tell 

God to kill those who are our enemies. The dissonance speaks so loudly 

that we just have to explain what it is that we are doing. We are asking for 

death to our enemies when maybe we should be asking God to help them 

repent.  

 

10.  Rabbi Gillman teaches that while messianic times may be a time of world 

peace, there have been plenty of false messiahs who have caused nothing 

but trouble for the Jewish People. This is the reality behind our dreams. We 

can hope and pray for better times, but our history tells us that no good will 

come from those who claim to be making that experience real. We can pray 

for better times but we understand that the time we have today is time 

spent in a world that is very evil and violent. We do not live in a world that 



is already redeemed. When it comes to the Messiah, we want Messiah and 

we don’t want Messiah at the same time.  

 

11.  Rabbi Gillman writes, “Elijah’s presence in our homes at the Seder catches 

our ambivalence in a very precise way. With one half of our brain, the part 

that enables us to dream, to have vision, to indulge in the imagination, we 

welcome the Messiah. But the part of the brain that demands that we 

confront reality as it is, that enables us to be detached, critical, and 

objective about our dreams, whispers that the age of History is still here. So 

we invoke Elijah’s presence and at the same time open our doors, glance 

out into the real world, and pray for the destruction of evil.” 

 

12.  Sometimes this is what it means to be a Jew. To live with two halves of a 

brain. There is the side we use to dream and there is the side we use to see 

reality with all its warts. We dream of a perfect God but we live in a real 

world. We understand that Matza is both the bread of affliction that our 

ancestors ate as slaves because that was all they could afford to eat, and 

there is the Matzah that is the bread of redemption, that our ancestors ate 

because their freedom came so fast that there wasn’t enough time for the 

bread to rise.  Is Matzah poor bread or freedom bread? To Jews the answer 



is both. Is Elijah the herald of the Messianic times or does Elijah remind us 

of how far this world has to go to attain its final redemption? To Jews, the 

answer is both. We open the door to possibilities and curse the reality of 

our world that there is so much evil within it.  

 

13.  Elijah reminds us that this world has a long way to go. There is no forcing 

God’s hand. If we want our world to be better, we will have to roll up our 

sleeves and get to work. We can curse the darkness outside our doors, 

cursing the evil that haunts our streets and cities. Or we can hope for the 

promised redemption and bring the light of that hope into our homes and 

into our communities.  

 

14.  May we never let despair overwhelm us and may we, tonight and always, 

greet Elijah with hope and a full cup of wine. As we say…. 

 

Amen and hag Sameach 


